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ON ANOSOV DIFFEOMORPHISMS ON THE PLANE

P. MENDES

Abstract. A diffeomorphism on the plane holding an integrable Anosov

splitting is called an Anosov diffeomorphism on the plane. In this paper the

author proves that Anosov diffeomorphisms on the plane are structurally

stable.

We start with some notations and definitions.

R2 and Diff(Ä2) stand, respectively, for the plane and its C'-diffeomor-

phisms with the C'-Whitney topology. Let Per(/) be the set of periodic points

of / and ß(/) the set of its nonwandering points. If x £ R2, af(x) and Uj(x)

denote the a-limit set and the to-limit set of x.

/, g E Diff(/?2) are conjugated if there is an homeomorphism h: R2 —> R2

satisfying the equation gh = hf.

f E Diff(>?2) is structurally stable if it is conjugated with every g in some

neighborhood of/.

An Anosov splitting for/ G Diit(R2) consists of a complete Riemannian

metric u on TR2, a continuous invariant splitting 77?2 = Es © E", and a

constant À E (0, 1), such that

||D/"(o)|| < X"||u||,       fort) E Es

\\Df"(v)\\ < a~"||u||,     foru E E",

where Es(x) and E"(x) has dimension 1 for all x, and || || is the norm

induced by ¡i. By the contractibility of the plane there are unit continuous

vector fields vs and v", on R2, generating Es and E", respectively. A

diffeomorphism/: R2 —> R2 admitting an Anosov splitting will be called an

Anosov diffeomorphism if vs and v" have unique integral curves through

each point of R2, that is, if Es and E" are integrable line fields on the plane.

Let Fs and F" be the arising continuous foliations. Set Lx = Lx(f) = {x

G R2: aJx) = 9 or Wy(x) = 9}. We recall that co is /-strong attractor of

x G Lx if there is a neighborhood Vx of x such that each compact set

K E R2 intersects only a finite number of the sets/"(Kx), n > 0. Dually, we

define oo is/-strong repeller of x G Lx. Our result is the following

Theorem 1. 77ie Anosov diffeomorphisms of the plane are structurally stable.

We recall a structural stability theorem of [2].
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Theorem. Let f E Diff(F2) be such that

(1) ß(/) is discrete;

(2) the periodic points of fare hyperbolic;

(3) the invariant manifolds of its periodic points are in general position;

(4) oo is f-strong attractor or f-strong repeller of each point in Lx.

Then f is structurally stable.

The proof of Theorem 1 is done using this theorem and the following

propositions.

Proposition 1.1. /// £ Diff(F2) has an Anosov splitting, fi(/) = Per(/).

Proposition 1.2. /// £ Diff(F2) is Anosov, Q(f) = <f> or fi(/) = {p}.

Proposition 1.3. Iff £ Diff(F2) is Anosov and x E Lx then oo is f-strong

attractor or f-strong repeller of x.

Trivial examples of Anosov diffeomorphisms on the plane are the linear

mappings with real eigenvalues A,, X2 such that 0 < |X,| < 1 and |X2| > 1.

The translations are the only nontrivial examples up to the present, [5].

Conjecture. Each Anosov diffeomorphism on the plane is conjugate to one

of the examples above.

Finally we state two problems.

Problem 1. Is the set of Anosov diffeomorphisms on the plane open in

Diff(Ä2)?

Problem 2. If/ £ Diff(A2) has an Anosov decomposition is/Anosov?

It is a pleasure to acknowledge numerous helpful conversations with W. de

Meló, J. Palis, C. C. Pugh and R. C. Robison. A substantial part of this work

was done at Warwick University, during the 1974 Symposium on Dynamical

Systems, and I would like to thank the members for their hospitality.

Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let a: R —> R2 be an orbit of vs and tn £ R be

a sequence such that /„ —> oo and a(tn) —>p £ R2. Then for some large n there

is an arc / from a(tn) to a(tn+x) such that the closed piecewise differentiable

curve r = / u a([t„, t„+x]) is transversal to v". To see the existence of /

consider a small box

B={p + xsV*(p) + xuV" (p), xs, xu E (-e, e) c R}

such that the angle between the vectors Vs(x) and Vs(p) is less than the one

between the vectors V(p) and Vs(p), for all x £ B, and take n such that

a(tn), a(tn + x) E B. The existence of T contradicts the fact that V is a

continuous unit vector field. This argument shows that a is an embedding

with closed unbounded image separating the plane. This is just the case for

the stable manifold W*(p) of p £ Per(/). Setting Ws = U pePeT(f)Wsip),

from the unboundedness of each IVs\p) it follows that the connected compo-

nents U¡, i = \, 2, . . . of R2 — Ws are simply connected open sets and thus

diffeomorphic to R2, by the Riemann mapping theorem, [1].

The set R2 — Ws is /-invariant and then, /"-invariant for all n E Z. For
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each n, f sends connected components of R2 - Ws onto connected compo-

nents of R2 - W°, that is, /"(£/) = Uj for some/. Fix U,. We have either,

/"■( U¡) = U¡ for some «,, or /" ( U¡), n E Z, are disjoint open sets. In the first

case the restriction fX: U¡ » R2*~3 is a diffeomorphism of Ä2 with no

periodic points. Then, from [2], we have fi(/j^,.) = 9, which implies Í2(/) n U¡

= 9. In the second, of course we have also ß(f) n U¡ = </>. Thus fl(f) c Ws.

Similarly

ti(f)EWu=      (J     yVu(p)

pePcr(f)

and then ti(f) eWs f\ W". Using the linear independence of vs and v" and

the A-Lemma [3], we get Ws n ff " = Per(/), which ends the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1.2. We note that ( 1.2) being true for some power of

fit will be true for/itself. Then we have only to prove the following:

M If / G Diff(/v2) is Anosov andp E Q(f) is a fixed point

then Ö(/) = {/>}•

To prove (*) we will use some common expressions as "on the right", "on the

left", "above", "below", etc., with the obvious technical meaning in each case.

Let x,, x2 G Ws(p), x, on the right of p and x2 on its left, and yx,y2 E

W"(p),yx above p, andy2 below. Let a, ß be the orbits of v" through x,, x2,

and y, 8 the orbits of vs through yx,y2, respectively. If x„ y„ j = 1, 2, are

sufficiently near/?, a, ß, y, S bound a square Q containing/? with the follow-

ing property: if q E Per(/) n Q, q i1 p, then the orbit of q has points outside

Ô-
Then it is enough to prove that/has no periodic points outside Q, (1) on

the right of a; (2) on the left of ß; (3) above y; and (4) below S. Now we

proceed to prove (1).

Let B be the band bounded by a and f(a). It is clear that f(B) is the band

bounded by f"(a) and fn+x(a), n E Z, and then intf"(B) n int fm(B) = 9il

ni- m. Thus Per(/) n (U „ezf(B)) = «i»- We note that U nszf"(B)is °Pen-

Moreover,

,.        if x G R2 is on the right of a and on the left of /""(a),

n>0, then x G U„>0/~"(^)-

Let P be the open region on the right of a. Set A ~ = UneZ/"(5) n P,

A+ = P - A and F = oA ~ = oA + (a = topological boundary). From what

was stated above we get f(F) = F and f(A +) = A+. Consider a connected

component C of ^4 +, x G oC and ax the orbit of v" through x. The orbit o^

separates P in two open regions P+ and P , with P+ on the right of a,,.

Using (**) we get by contradiction that P + n A ~ = 9. Then P+ c C. This
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and the local triviality of the continuous foliation F", assure that P+ = C,

and that ax is a connected component of F.

If Per(/) n A + ¥= <j>, /"(C) = C for some connected component of A +

and some n > 0, just because fiA + ) = A + . Thus fiax) = ax for the con-

nected component ax = aC of F. ax being an orbit of v",f~"\a ■. ax -» ax is a

contraction and then has a fixed point q.

It is easy to check that/~m(ax) n Wj*iq) = {y). We note that q is on the

right of/~m(a), and then fiy) is also on the right of/"m(a). Thus the same

occurs with/"(/" ""(«)) which is a contradiction. This proves that Per(F) n

A + = <b. In the same way we conclude that Per(F) n F = <j>, which ends the

proof of (1). The proofs of (2), (3) and (4) are similar, and (1.2) is proved.

Up to now we have been analysing the nonwandering set of an Anosov

diffeomorphism concluding that it is very nice: it is empty or consists of a

single point. Now we analyse the set Lx.

Proof of Proposition 1.3. Take a neighborhood Q of x trivial for the

continuous foliations Fs and F", such that fiQ) n Q = <i> for all n ^ 0. Let

ßs ■ Y» H 6 and ßu = y? n Q, where x £ yxj £ Fs and x £ y? E F".

They can be supposed connected by taking Q sufficiently small. If oo is not

/-strong attractor of x there are points v, £ Q, / = 1, 2, . . . , and integers

0 < nx < n2 < . . . such that/"'(v,)—» v, for some v £ R2.

Consider the points .y, = ß" n yy and the arcs a, c y~, from.y, toy¡, i = 1,

2, . . . . Let l(a¡) be the length of a,. It is easy to see that there is a =

sup,/(a,), and that /(/"■(a,)) < a\\ Thus diPiyj, /"<(£))-» 0 and then

Pißt) ->y- From this we get /'„ such that/"■(/?") n yy ¥= <f> for all i > i0, by

taking a neighborhood of v trivial for both foliations, FJ and F". Setting

/_"'0+1(y/) = t) and r = n,o+1 - n,o we have -q n ß" J= <l> and/r(rj) n ß" ¥= <¡>.

It is clear from the definition that if oo is /'-strong repeller of x, oo is also

/-strong repeller of x. Supposing, by contradiction that oo is not /-strong

repeller of x, and thus, it is not /r-strong repeller of x, we get by the

arguments above an orbit £ of v" and an integer n > 0, such that £ n ßs ¥= <j>

and if)"iO D ßs ¥= <f>. It is enough to prove that/r(£) n ßs ¥= <í> because this

implies that fiQ) n Q ¥= <b, which is a contradiction.

This will be proved by contradiction again. If /r(£) n ßs = </> we have

PiO n ¿ = <#>. Noting that £ separates F2 in two open regions, let F be the

closure of the one containing /r(£). We can suppose without loss of generality

that f is orientation preserving. Thus

(a)/'(P) c int F,

ib)piP)nß* = <t>.
From (a) it follows by induction that/"r(F) c int/r(F). Then from (b) we

get f"riO n ßs = <t> which is a contradiction.
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